KEY BENEFITS

- Polyester finish - durably finished, ready to hang duct
- Single Wall or Dual Wall construction
- Matched accessories
- Multiple surface finishes
- Environmentally friendly – Zero VOCs
- UV resistant coating
- Durable, mar resistant surfaces
- Excellent corrosion resistance
- Excellent humidity resistance

Durable and beautiful

Who says ductwork should be hidden? Installations ranging from high-end car dealerships to neighborhood sandwich shops are using exposed ductwork to make a statement. For years, the elements surrounding that ductwork have been factory coated or painted to a level that was unmatched by the average field painter. The ductwork always seemed to lack that same pop that the lighting cans, diffusers, and grilles had attained.

Now, with SEMCO’s standard option for Powder Coating your exposed duct system, the ductwork becomes the focal point in making an architectural statement... Making this system attractive was not an afterthought, it was the forethought.

Hanging and handling the system is a breeze with SEMCO’s signature manifolded systems where every piece and part is optimized for installation backed by the industry’s leading expert on saving field labor. Standard options for matching screws and accessories make for a clean, eye-catching installation.

For your next exposed duct application, Make a Statement... SEMCO Powder Coated Ductwork.
Based on our e³ concept, we provide innovative and sustainable products to help you achieve or surpass your environmental targets while optimizing your investment and Life Cycle Cost.